SPOSTALUCE System

SPOSTALUCE System
ANYWHERE YOU WANT

It doesn’t matter where the connection
to the mains supply is located; all you
need to do is connect the cables and
then position Spostaluce anywhere on
the wall.

Take the light anywhere you
want with SPOSTALUCE
Install ceiling and wall lights to create
your own tailored lighting system,
even if there is no connection to the
electrical circuit.

CUSTOMISABLE

Create original and contemporary interior
lighting designs on the walls and ceilings
with the round and twisted electric cables
and metal finishes of Spostaluce.

CHOOSE YOUR STYLE

Minimal, vintage or industrial: each of the metal finishes
available lets you create your preferred home decor style.

Spostaluce for lampshades

Spostaluce Lamps
Ready to use with many different colours and fabric textile cables from Creative-Cables. Spostaluce are the
light points that will allow you to take the light source wherever you want, no longer having the issue of where
the connection is to your electrical circuit. Available in many versions and finishes, with Spostaluce it will be
possible to create light installations both on the ceiling and on the wall.
Each Spostaluce lamp includes a 2x0,75mm textile cable 3 metres long.
You can buy them with the cable supplied in the versions designed by us or customize their colour and length
according to your needs!

APM1FC2LVBPBB3RM01
APM1FC2LVNPPN3RN03

APM1FC1LGOPMO3RC04

APM1FC1LRAPMR3RR11

Spostaluce with E27 smooth Lampholder

APM1FC1LCRPMA3RN02

APM1FC1LBRPMB3RL03

APM1FC2LVB3RM01
APM1FC2LVN3RN03

Ø 120mm - Max H 150mm

APM1FC2LCR3RN02

APM1FC1LRA3RR11

adjustable

Tilted up to 90° & rotated by 315°
APM1FC2LGO3RC04

APM1FC1LBRPMB3RL03

APM1FC2LBR3RL03

APM2FC2LVNTBRPPN3RN03

APM2FC1LGOTGOPMO3RC04

Ø 120mm - H 85mm

APM2FC1LRATRAPMR3RR11

APM2FC1LCRTCRPMA3RN02

adjustable

APM2FC1LBRTBRPMB3RL03

Tilted up to 90° & rotated by 315°

APM2FC2LVBTCR3RM01
APM2FC2LVNTBR3RN03

APM2FC2LGOTGO3RC04

APM2FC1LRATRA3RR11

APM2FC2LCRTCR3RN02

APM2FC2LBRTBR3RL03

Ø 120mm - H 80mm

Ø 120mm - Max H 145mm
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